
Established in the UK by Virraj Jatania, Pockit offers an online 

current account to financially excluded individuals across the 

UK.  Users can manage their money online, on their mobile and 

through their contactless prepaid card.

Production and Personalisation 
allpay’s Card Service’s team began working with Pockit in March 

2015, providing them with end-to-end card manufacturing 

and personalisation services to produce Pockit’s contact card. 

Since then, allpay has launched Pockit’s contactless product, 

manufactured and personalised more than 125,000 Pockit cards.

Implementation began in March 2015 with allpay carrying out 

Pockit’s vision for an eye-catching card and bespoke packaging 

– translating their vision for the card to stand out in customers’ 

wallets. allpay was able to support their UK launch, implementing 

the client in just eight weeks. 

The 86 x 54mm card features a white 820-micron core with a grey 

signature panel on the reverse, utilising a yellow-black process for 

the front and back features. The card contains a gold EMV chip 

and the world-wide standard red and yellow Mastercard logo on 

the front. 

As part of the service, allpay provides Pockit with a weekly stock 

report on all Pockit material held on their premises. In the last 12 

months alone, allpay has achieved 100% manufacturing and

personalisation SLA with a 99.9% dispatch SLA.
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Supporting the launch of an eye-catching new card for financially excluded individuals, 
allpay.cards implemented Pockit in just eight weeks.



allpay receives a daily personalisation file which is validated 

before cards are personalised in allpay’s secure bureau onsite in 

the Midlands. Once manufactured, the cards are personalised at 

allpay’s on-site bureau before being hand-mailed individually into 

the required specialised carrier, before being despatched to 

Pockit customers the same day.

As part of the personalisation process, Pockit receives both a 

card received report and cards despatched report – providing 

assurance to Pockit when cards have been despatched to their 

customers.

Sophie Rodrigues, Senior Manager – People and Operations said:

We have been working with allpay for around two-and-a-half 

years and we are very happy with the service. The account 

management team are always available to help and have rectified 

the few issues that have occurred quickly and professionally. 

The allpay team is also proactive in communication and 

always looking for ways to improve and make our lives easier. 

The flexibility and personalisation of the service has helped 

us to grow as a business and trial new ideas.

Ben Sanders, Chief Operating Officer said:

allpay is very professional and has always worked closely 

with us to help us with all our needs.
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